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ABSTRACT

The determination of the top loss coefficient of a flat plate

collector critically depends on convective heat losses due to wind (h

This paper critically analyzes the commonly used Me Adams' relation for h
WC

which yields significantly higher values of h , and does not take into

account the nature of the air flow (laiainar or turbulent) and the temperature

dependence of physical properties of air. It is further diBcussed that in

practical situations one should consider a transition from laminar to

turbulent flow at a critical distance from the leading edge of the collector

in order to calculate h . A qualitative comparison of data is given

we

using HcAdams' relation and other relations governing purely laminar,

purely turbolent or mixed flow conditions. The best fit equations for

calculating the needed physical properties of air at different temperatures

are also given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The overall heat loss coefficient from the top of a flat plate solar

collector critically depends on convective and radiative losses between the

plate and the transparent cover, convective losses due to wind, and radiative

IOBSCB from the cover to the sky. One can calculate the top loss coefficient,

U , either by solving a set of heat balance equations using thermal network

analysis [l\ or more conveniently by using one of the several empirical

approaches f2-5]. However, all these approaches for U require explicit

determination of convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind^ h j

which has not been critically analyzed in the literature. The most commonly

used empirical relation to calculate h is that due to HcAdams [6] which
WL

predicts a linear relationship between h and the wind speed V as
WC w

follows:

wC
5.7 + 3.8 V. (1)

This relation is valid only in S.I. units i.e. V in ms and
w

-2 -1
h in V m K . The use of this equation, however, is fortuitous because
WC

it neither distinguishes between the influence of laminar or turbulent air

flows conditions past the collector nor it accounts for the air properties

at different temperatures. Furthermore , eq.(l) yields significantly

higher h at moderate wind speeds even if one considers the purely

turbulent air flow which is not true in all situations. Indeed, the

dimensions of the collector plate and the wind speed are the deciding factors

whether the flow is laminar or turbulent.

It is also necessary to remark here that eq.(l) was initially proposed by

Jurges in 192*1 (see Ref.[6J) to calculate h in F.P.S. system of units

i.e. V in ft s~ and h in Btu hr ft F . According to Jurges(

eq.(l) was in reference to air flow past a vertical smooth surface of

copper, 0.5 x 0.5 m, near room temperature and is valid only for wind velo-

cities V < 5 m/s. Tor higher wind velocities (^5 m/s) , Jurges had

proposed another equation which yields slightly lower h ^ in comparison

to an extrapolation of eq.(l) for higher velocities.

This communication summarizes the effects of air flow conditions, the

physical properties of air at various temperatures and the collector plate

geometry in the context of convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind

h , A set of equations for determining h ^ has been proposed and

a quantitative comparison of data obtained from eq, (l) and the proposed

equations is illustrated. Simple equations to compute various physical

properties of air (thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and kinematic

viscosity) at different temperatures are also given.

2. AIR FLOW CONDITIONS

It is rather well established in heat transfer analysis that when

air flows over a flat plate, the velocity profile near the leading edge is

mostly representative of laminar flow condition for a certain critical

distance X from the leading edge, A transition from laminar to turbulent

flow then ensues for distances greater than X depending upon the surface

roughness and contour, the degree of disturbance and the heat transfer.

Physically speaking, one can assume only the viscous forces in the laminar

flow regime but following the transition, one should account for both the

viscous and inertial forces. The ratio of inertial to viscous forces is

conveniently expressed by a dimensionless quantity, the Reynold number

R ^ and is defined as:
e »

(2)

where is the kinematic viscosity of air and X is the distance from

the leading edge. For relatively calm air flow conditions, the laminar
6

regime can persist for He as high as 5 x 10 , However, under av/erage

conditions, the laminar regisne is considered for S*e^ b x 10 beyond which

turbulent flaw condition seems more reali^'ic |7|. Since the kinematic

viscosity of air does not change with tempv ••. n..-• si -m firnntly , one can

note from eq. (2) that the critical distance X corresponding to the
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transition from laminar to turbulent flow is inversely proportional to V .

In other words, if one considers a collector plate, say 2 x 2 m, the wind

velocities lesB than about 3.5 m/s would yield X smaller than the plate

length. This means that a transition from laminar to turbulent flow

would occur over the collector plate. For velocities higher than 3.5 m/s,

the air flow should be turbulent.

3. HEAT TRANFER EQUATIONS

Considering the energy and momentum conservation for air flowing

over a plane surface, the following equations have been recommended to

determine h in the purely laminar and turbulent flow conditions,
wC

respectively [7]:

(Nu) = 0.664 R .
% eL

l/?Prl/3 (3)

and = 0.036 R_T°-
8Pr 1 / 3 (4)

where Nu =
hwc

and = v/a (5)

In these equations, Nu and Pr are the dintensionless parameters

known as Nusselt and Prandtl mmbers, respectively, L is the length of

the collector plate, and k and a are the thermal conductivity and

thermal diffusivity of air, respectively. The subscripts t and t

refer to the laminar and turbulent flow conditions, respectively. R

* eL»
refers to Reynold number for a particular length of the collector.

In realistic situations, the plate length and the wind speeds may be

such that the flow is laminar upto X = X and turbulent thereafter. In

that case, sqs.(3) and (4) lead to the following relationship in which the

subcript it refers to a transition from laminar to turbulent.

(Nu) . = 0.036 P FR ° - 8 -23200]
Ht r el,

(6)

It should be remarked here that eq.(6)is derived based on the assumption

that the laminar regime persists for R * 5 i 10 .
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the physical properties of air k, o and v are temperature

dependent, we have obtained the best fit equations for them using the available

data.

k = 0.02435 + 0.0000722 (T)

a = [ 1.834 + 0.01461 (T)] x 10~5

v = H 1.318 + 0.00963 (T)] X 10~ ,

(7)

(B)

(9)

where T is the desired air temperature in "C. These equations (7)—(9) are

valid for temperatures O^T^lOO °C and have been used in the data given

in this paper.

As stated earlier, if one considers that the transition from laminar

to turbulent flow arises at R e S 5 x 10 , one can establish a simple guide-

line to determine the nature of the flow. If the product of the wind speed

and the collector length is less than about 8.0, the flow should be

regarded purely laminar, which becomes turbulent thereafter. Fig.l shows

the variation of h as a function of wind velocity for a typical collector

of length L - 2.0 m operating at a mean temperature T = 25">C. Although,

it is highly unlikely to have purely laminar or purely turbulent air flow

conditions over the entire collector length at all the velocities, we have

shown the curves A and C corresponding to eqs. (4) and (5) for

comparison. In realistic situations, the transition occurs at some critical

distance X from the leading edge, and the resulting losses should be

determined from eq.(6). The corresponding curve B is shown in Fig. 1.

Another curve D in this figure is due to Me Adams'relation which obviously

predicts significantly higher h even compared with the purely turbulent



flow over the entire plate length (curve C ) . It should be noted that the

curve B is crossing curve A at V St4.0 m/s which leads to the product

V L fit 8.0, the guiding parameter- for the transition to occur.

In Fig. 2 we have shown a family of curves for different collectos

lengths. The curves are plotted considering a transition from laminar to

turbulent flow (eq.(6)). The top most curve in this figure is due to

McAdams'relation which does not depend on the collector dimensions. It

should be noted that the curve for L = 1.0 m is quite distinct than the

other four and yields lowest convective losses at wind velocities of upto

16 m/s (a36 mi/hr). For L • ? to 5 » ^convective losses increase with

increasing length for lower wind velocities but at higher velocities they

tend to decrease with increasing length. Since the average wind velocities

range from 5 to 10 m/a, the data in Fig. 2 suggest that the losses due to

wind can be minimised by appropriate collector design using length $2.0 m.

s<3 3hows the dependence of h on the mean operating
WC

temperature of the collector which influence the physical properties of

air. Curve A is plotted using eq.(6) which assumes a transition from laminar

to turbulent flow. This shows a decreasing h with increasing temperature

although such decrease of h may not have a significant bearing in
WC

reducing the overall heat losses from the top of a collector. Curve B in

Fig. 3 is due to eq.(l) which yields significantly higher h a n d d o e s n o t

show the variation of air properties with temperature. The data plotted in

Fig. 3 is for wind velocity of 5.0 ms~ and plate length of 2.0 m.

In conclusion, we have shown that McAdams' relation yields significantly

higher convective losses due to wind even compared with the data if one

assumes purely turbulent flow over the whole collector length. In practical

cases, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow should be considered

and eq. (6) should be used to analyze the losses due to wind, 'i'.he use of

eqs. (7)- (9) should facilitate the computation of all convective and

radiative losses requiring data on physical properties of air at various

temperatures.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind (h ) as a

we
function of wind velocity (V ) considering purely laminar

(curve A, eq.(3)), transition from laminar to turbulent (curve

B, eq.(6)) and purely turbulent (curve C, eq.{4)) motion.

Curve D is due to Me Adams' Eq.(l), The data is for

collector length L = 2.0 m and operating temeprature T = 25°C.

Convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind (h ) as a
WC

function of wind velocity (V^) for different plate lengths.

The uppermost curve is due to HeAdams relation.

Convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind (h ) as a

function of mean operating temperature (T) for collector length

of 2.0 m and wind velocity 5.0 m/s. Curves A and B correspond

to eqs. (6) and (1), respectively.
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